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CIMAREX ENERGY CO.’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE  

 

Cimarex Energy Co. (“Cimarex”) provides this Reply in support of its Motion to Vacate 

the February 3, 2022 hearing.  

Compulsory pooling involves the delegation of an extraordinary exercise of the police 

power to private parties. Devon Energy Production Company, L.P’s (“Devon”) is seeking to 

stretch that power to it limits creating a 960-acre unit with untested 3-mile laterals in a case that 

will establish new precedent. As discussed in more detail below, grounds exist for the Division to 

outright dismiss Devon’s Case No. 22382.1 In its Motion, however, Cimarex requests only vacatur 

of the February 3, 2022 hearing to allow the parties more time to continue negotiations and to 

allow Devon time to correct material deficiencies in Case No. 22382. The Division should reject 

Devon’s invitation for error to go forward with the Wolfcamp cases without the Bone Spring cases 

because the cases involve the same witnesses and overlapping evidence. Having two hearings will 

be inefficient and will waste resources. The Division should instead, vacate the February 3 hearing 

and hold a status conference that day.   

                                                           
1 Cimarex is not seeking dismissal, although it reserves its right to do so if the Motion to Vacate is denied.  
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Cimarex reasonably requested additional time for the parties to negotiate. Cimarex and 

ConocoPhillips’ negotiations have advanced. Attached as Exhibit A is an information letter 

notifying the Division regarding the ConocoPhillips and Cimarex trade discussions and that those 

discussions involve key acreage in these competing cases as shown by the following maps 

outlining the parties’ interests and the approximate competing development plans: 

 

 

As outlined in Cimarex’s Motion, resolution of those discussions will lead to a more 

efficient, straightforward hearing. Vacating the February 3, 2022 hearing is thus warranted to avoid 

wasting the Division’s time and resources.  

The material deficiencies in Devon’s application in Case No. 22382 compel the conclusion 

that the February 3, 2022 contested hearing must be vacated to allow Devon time to correct its 

errors. The Division’s Material Change Notice is clear: The Division provided notice to all 

applicants that the Division “intends to deny any applications for which the applicant proposes a 
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material change during the review process.” See OCD June 11, 2020 Notice (“OCD’s Notice”). 

OCD’s Notice further states: “A change or deficiency is material if its existence or non-existence 

is of consequence to the public notice or substantive rules for the application.” The Notice provides 

examples of material changes, relevant to compulsory pooling, including changes to the horizontal 

spacing unit and “failure to completely and accurately notice.” Devon’s failure to correctly 

describe the lateral length of the Sneaky Snake 24-12 Fed Com 12H well in its application and in 

the notice materials submitted to the OCD for the OCD Docket is a material deficiency. See Exhibit 

B (excerpt from Division’s February 3, 2022 Docket); see also Mountain States Natural Gas Corp. 

v. Petroleum Corp., 693 F.2d 1015, 1020-21 (10th Cir.1982). A change in the lateral length from 

a three-mile lateral to a two-mile lateral is also a material change; it is a one-mile difference.2 

Finally, Devon’s failure to comply with the Division’s rules governing overlapping spacing units 

is also a material deficiency because Rule 19.15.16.15.B(9) is one of the “substantive rules for the 

application.” See OCD’s Notice.  

Rather than simply acknowledging the need to cure these errors and oversights, Devon tries 

to shift its burden onto Cimarex and ConocoPhillips. With respect to the error in the application 

Devon filed regarding the Sneaky Snake 24-12 Fed Com 12H well’s lateral length, the onus is not 

on Cimarex to identify and correct mistakes in Devon’s applications—that is Devon’s 

responsibility and Devon should have discovered this error and alerted the Division to it. It did not 

do so. Moreover, the timing of when Cimarex’s counsel identified this issue is immaterial—the 

                                                           
2 Although not entirely clear, Devon also may need to amend its application in Case No. 22382 to either request a non-

standard spacing unit or to remove the Sneaky Snake 24-12 Fed Com12H well altogether and submit an application 

for it separately. Rule 19.15.16.15(B)(1)(a) describes a standard spacing unit as one in which the completed lateral of 

the well penetrates each quarter-quarter section in the unit. The Sneaky Snake Fed 24-12 Com12H well, as proposed, 

does not penetrate any tracts in Section 12, and thus appears to makes the unit non-standard. The complexity of the 

potential issues raised by Devon’s application warrants further discussion with the Division regarding how best to 

proceed. 
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Division’s policy makes clear that the Division will deny an application even during the Division’s 

review process, which presumably could happen even after hearing. 

With respect to Devon’s failure to comply with the Division’s overlapping unit rules, 

Devon argues that notice is not required to ConocoPhillips because ConocoPhillips “has expressed 

no objection to” Devon’s Bone Spring development plan. See Response at 2. The fact that 

ConocoPhillips has expressed no objection is irrelevant—the burden is on Devon to establish that 

it affirmatively sought ConocoPhillips’ approval and/or affirmatively provided notice in the 

manner required by the rules to ConocoPhillips. The proper inquiry is not whether ConocoPhillips 

knew about the overlapping unit issue, but whether Devon complied with the notice requirement. 

Devon’s response admits that Devon did not follow this process. 

At a minimum, Devon should be required to amend its application for Case No. 22382 and 

re-notice the application for 30-days on the Division’s docket, as required by Rule 19.15.4.9.B(1) 

(notice must be posted on Division’s website for at least 20 days before the hearing).  

Devon’s response regarding its failure to provide Cimarex a proposal letter rests on 

incorrect facts and is otherwise meritless. The timeline the Response lays out does not support 

Devon, primarily because Cimarex’s justified expectation up until December 6, 2021 was that it 

was only subject to pooling in cases involving the E/2W/2, which is entirely logical since that is 

where it has its interests. Cimarex did enter an appearance in Devon’s W/2W/2 Bone Spring case, 

and did file competing cases covering the entire W/2 because it has been Cimarex’s intention all 

along to develop both the E/2W/2 and W/2W/2 and to do so, it needed either voluntary agreement 

or a pooling order covering the W/2 of Section 12. In no way does that relieve Devon of its 

obligations to provide a party it seeks to pool certain elementary information. Devon tries to 

suggest that Cimarex is not entitled to a proposal letter before Devon sought to pool it because, 
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essentially, Cimarex “knew” about the W/2W/2 Bone Spring wells. This suggestion must be 

rejected. Again, the burden is on Devon, not Cimarex, to affirmatively provide information to 

Cimarex.  

Contrary to Devon’s response, Cimarex did identify prejudice arising from Devon’s failure 

to provide Cimarex with a proposal letter. Cimarex, without notice from Devon, found itself 

subject to being pooled into three additional wells, the Sneaky Snake 24-12 Fed Com 13H, 15H, 

and 16H wells, in a much larger unit, but without any information about the wells, including their 

locations, proposed costs, etc. In fact, it was Cimarex that had to reach out to Devon to request 

the information about the newly included wells in the first instance. See Exhibit C (January 17 

email from Cimarex to Devon at page 2). In other words, even after Devon filed its application, 

Devon did not provide Cimarex with any detailed information about the three new wells to which 

Cimarex would be subject under a pooling order—the only unsolicited information Cimarex 

received from Devon was the notice letter informing Devon that Case No. 22382 had been filed 

and was set for hearing. The notice letter, attached as Exhibit D, does not provide any substantive 

information about the location of the new wells or their costs.3  

Contrary to the Response, on January 18, 2022, Cimarex did request a proposal letter from 

Devon, and did state that they had expected a proposal letter would have been forth coming to 

provide the well details and costs. See Exhibit C p.1 (requesting a proposal letter and noting that 

while Cimarex did not object to the addition of the 960 acre unit to the docket, Cimarex anticipated 

getting a proposal letter from Devon). Devon did not provide Cimarex a proposal letter even after 

that request; instead, Devon sent Cimarex a letter outlining a change to the Sneaky Snake 24-12 

Fed Com 16H well’s bottom hole location (because it was right on Cimarex’s lease line and but 

                                                           
3 It does, however, repeat the error regarding the lateral length of the 12H well. 
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for the proximity tract rule would have required a non-standard location approval) and including 

for informational purposes the proposal letter sent to ConocoPhillips but never sent to Cimarex.  

Other elements of the Response’s timeline are either irrelevant or incorrect. By way of 

example, the Response identifies a “first week of December” discussion between Cimarex’s and 

Devon’s technical teams. See Response at 5. That discussion took place on December 2, before 

Devon’s counsel had alerted the Division or the other parties that Devon would be filing an 

application covering the entire W/2, which was December 6. Cimarex’s technical team would 

have no reason to raise any concerns about a proposal letter for an application that had not yet been 

filed. The email exchange between Cimarex’s counsel and the Division regarding the inadvertently 

omitted Cimarex well actually supports Cimarex’s position. The December 7, 2021 email to 

Cimarex’s counsel states: “That is a major modification being it was noticed without that specific 

well.” See December 7, 2021 email. Cimarex’s counsel filed an amended application, with 

sufficient time before the February 3 hearing to correct both the OCD Docket’s Notice and to send 

out modified proposal letters, and Cimarex’s counsel coordinated with OCD to correct the 

Docket’s Notice. At a minimum, Devon should have to follow this same process—it should have 

to file an amended application and take steps to ensure that the OCD’s Docket Notice accurately 

reflects what Devon seeks and to comply with Rule 19.15.4.9.B(1). 

The simple fact is Devon never proposed or offered Cimarex any substantive information 

about Devon’s W/2W/2 acreage—Cimarex had to request that information. Cimarex was clearly 

entitled to that information—either as a result of Devon needing to obtain a non-standard location 

approval for the Sneaky Snake 24-12 Fed Com 16H well in Devon’s original W/2W/2 application, 

in Case No. 22182 (which, inaccurately, states that the “completed interval of the wells will comply 
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with the statewide setbacks” and did not mention any need for non-standard location approval) or 

as a result of Devon’s decision to create a larger unit containing the W/2W/2 wells.   

WHEREFORE, Cimarex respectfully requests that the February 3, 2022 hearing date be 

vacated along with the related pre-hearing order, and the cases be set for a status conference on 

February 3, 2022.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 MODRALL, SPERLING, ROEHL, HARRIS 

  & SISK, P.A. 

 

 By:   

Earl E. DeBrine, Jr. 

Deana M. Bennett 

Jamie L. Allen 

Post Office Box 2168 

500 Fourth Street NW, Suite 1000 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103-2168 

Telephone: 505.848.1800 

edebrine@modrall.com 

dmb@modrall.com  

jla@modrall.com  

Attorneys for Cimarex Energy Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

 

I hereby certify that on January 28, 2022, I served a copy of the foregoing 

document to the following counsel of record via Electronic Mail to:  

 

 

Ocean Munds-Dry 

Elizabeth A. Ryan 

1048 Paseo de Peralta 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 

(505) 780-800 

(505 428-0485 FAX 

Ocean.Munds-Dry@conocophillips.com  

Beth.Ryan@conocophillips.com  

Attorneys for ConocoPhillips 

 

 

Michael H. Feldewert 

Adam G. Rankin 

Julia Broggi 

Post Office Box 2208 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504 

TEL: (505) 988-4421 

FAX: (505) 983-6043 Facsimile 

mfeldewert@hollandhart.com  

agrankin@hollandhart.com  

jbroggi@hollandhart.com  

Attorneys for Devon Energy Production Company, L.P. 
 

  

Deana M. Bennett  

 

  

 

 

 




















